
NCBAC Workshop Evaluation Results Summary  

Please rate this workshop from excellent (10) to poor (1). {Second number if the rating total} 

10(2)          9(6)        8 (8)     7(2)       6 (1)        5     4    3 2     1 

Did we meet your expectations? Why or why not?  

1. In some ways it did but I expected more topics, particularly as vibrant as it was some years back. 
2. Yes 
3. Expected a bigger turnout and more information and direction from NCBAC 
4. Yes, to a certain degree 
5. Somewhat-learning experience-reinforced knowledge 
6. Very good discussions. Information expressed gave great insight for the future 
7. They met more because I did not know what to expect. There was a mass of valuable information we 

could benefit from if the work is done, and we work together on moving forward. 
8. Somewhat 
9. Yes, after a long break, I did not know what to expect 
10. It raised a very pertinent issue that is related to succession planning. 
11. Yes. Discussion was thoughtful and extensive and people came forward to speak. 
12. Yes 
13. Yes 
14. Put the spotlight on a much needed. 
15. Yes 
16. Yes. There were some challenges that I never even thought about. 
17. Yes! When planned and presented. Knowledgeable presenters. 
18. Yes 
19. Yes, very informative. 
20. Yes, There were informative and needed for future planning. 

One thing I learned was: 
 

1. There is a definite need for the injection of youth to keep this organization growing 
2. Grant writing and new mentorship opportunity ideas 
3. Information on grants 
4. That both mentors and mentees need to be on board. 
5. About fund raising. 
6. Greater communication is needed and more help is required. 
7. How much money there is to be tapped into if we are willing to ask for help about them and how to 

apply for them. 
8. More about grants. 
9. The availability of available provincial grants for associations. 
10.  Great thought must be given to ensure successful mentorship. 
11. The intergenerational gap appears to be widening. 
12. About the many quality types of leaders and of grants funding. 
13. Mentees must be willing to be mentored. 
14. The importance of mentorship for the organization- the mentor& the mentee. 



15. Nothing new entertaining. 
16. That we can get funding from the provincial government as well as the federal government. 
17. The association is still active. 
18. New strategies for NCBAC- There are lots of stories to be told. 
19. About mentorship. 
20. The need for mentors and mentees for continuing prosperity.  

 
  
I plan on sharing the information with others**************14 said yes – potential over 300. Plus on line 
 

Suggested topics for the future:  

1. Social media presence and its importance to national organizations. 
2. Engaging Youth. 
3. Fund Raising/Financial Planning. 
4. How to get more youths involved. 
5. Succession planning. 
6. Use of technology for seniors. 
7. Modernizing organizations. 
8. Use of technology for seniors. 
9. Preparation of wills and last testaments. 
10. Setting a vision. 
11. Sustainability. 
12. Continue to help with grant applications. 
13. Health and wellness, housing, story telling. 

Additional Comments:  

1. Not open to all ideas. 
2. Rebirth of NCBAC. 
3. I am pleased at the revival of NCBAC. 
4. Session should be recorded and distributed. 
5. Hold the 40th anniversary in Barbados. 
6. A brainstorming event is needed for the future. 

 

Date: June 2, 2019  

We appreciate your feedback.  Thank you!                                  

 


